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Fig1. SNR variation of pulsed laser and continuous laser for different 
IGC for ECC media. Write Number is the number of times the adjacent 
track is overwritten. ECC media is made up of 3nm superparamag-
netic writing layer and 6nm FePt storage layer. Bit length is 20 nm and 
velocity is 20 m/sec.

Fig2. Averaged thermal activation of pulsed laser and continuous laser 
along cross-track direction.
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Attaining high areal density (AD) in bit-patterned magnetic recording 
(BPMR) technology means reducing its bit period and track pitch [1,2]. 
When the readers move from the initial to other zones of the disk, a skew 
angle (SA) takes place, leading to a degradation of the system performance 
[3]. Therefore, controlling SA properly is necessary. Prior works intro-
duced SA detection along with the suppression [4] and the study of SA in a 
read-head array [5]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposed 
scheme of combining a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with a V-shaped read-
head array to estimate and alleviate SA in BPMR. We propose SA estimation 
and alleviation schemes in BPMR by combining the V-shaped read-head 
array, as shown in Fig. 1, with MLP. The V-shaped read-head array is inves-
tigated in three zones of the disk, i.e., inner, middle, and outer zones, which 
are notated as ID, MD, and OD, respectively. The initial positions of all three 
readers in the middle zone are fixed at 5, -5, and 5 degrees for upper, middle, 
and lower readers, respectively. The sensitivity functions of these readers 
are shown in Fig. 2, in which their changes as they move from one zone 
to another are also illustrated. Note that when the sensitivity changes, the 
channel coefficient, and their readback signals will also change. Therefore, 
the SA estimation process can utilize readback signals that are produced 
from the array reader as the input of an MLP-based SA estimator. The next 
process is attenuating the SA effect in the system by designing an appro-
priate 2-D equalizer for each SA level in the mentioned zones of the disk, 
based on a minimum mean-square error approach, before sending an equal-
ized sequence to the Viterbi detector. We found that five levels of estimated 
SA to signal-to-noise (SNR) values, by using a V-shaped read-head array in 
BPMR, can estimate nearly 100% of the SA value equal to 0 degree, while 

the positive and negative SA values also gain high percentages. Furthermore, 
the accuracy percentage of our proposed scheme is independent to SNR.
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Fig. 1. V-shaped read-head array in various zones.

Fig. 2. Reader sensitivity functions in various zones.
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Trajectory sampling methods can provide important information about ther-
mally-driven statistical properties of micromagnetic systems. Transition 
state theory (TST) describes reaction rates based on the reaction coordinate 
in energy phase space [1] but has limitations. Transition path sampling (TPS) 
[2] and later transition interface sampling (TIS) [3] methods were devel-
oped assuming that the system is at a stable state and reaction rate does not 
change over time. Based on TIS, forward flux sampling (FFS) method was 
presented by replacing the Monte Carlo trajectory sampling method used in 
TIS by a direct Langevin simulation that is only forward in time, which elim-
inates reversable symmetry limitation [4, 5]. Here, a modification of the FFS 
method, referred to as trajectory sampling method (TW-FFS) is introduced. 
In FFS simulation, the computation stage is divided into the initial reaction 
rate computation stage and the following ratio computation stages. For the 
initial reaction rate computation stage, original method presented in FFS 
suffers from the parameter tuning problems, which may significantly affect 
the accuracy, stability, and efficiency of the FFS algorithm. The presented 
approach combines the above two stages together in a time-weighted manner 
leading a more stable, accurate and efficient algorithm behavior in micro-
magnetic simulations. From Fig. 1, TW-FFS gives a much better tolerance 
in terms of the choice of the initial flux interface as well as provides signifi-
cantly more accurate results.




